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AS IT IS

San Francisco Is Home to World’s Oldest Fish in Aquarium
January 27, 2022

�e California Academy of Sciences in San Francisco believes it has the world’s oldest living
�sh in an aquarium.

�e �sh is an Australian lung�sh, and it lives in a glass container in a museum. �e San
Francisco Chronicle newspaper �rst wrote about the �sh in 1947. �e story said the �sh
looked “strange” and might have been an example of the link between animals that lived in
the ocean and those that lived on land.

�e �sh is named Methuselah a�er a person said to have lived 969 years in the Bible. While
she is not that old, biologists at the aquarium think the �sh is about 90 years old. �ey believe
it is the oldest living example of a lung�sh in an aquarium.

Until a few years ago, the oldest Australian lung�sh was at the Shedd Aquarium in Chicago.
But that �sh, named Granddad, died in 2017 at the age of 95.

“By default,” said biologist Allan Jan, “Methuselah is the oldest.”

Jan looks a�er the �sh in San Francisco. He believes the �sh is female but does not know for
sure. �e aquarium plans to take a very small part of the �sh’s �n and send it to scientists in
Australia. �e scientists will try to con�rm the �sh’s age and sex.

Jan said Methuselah likes getting rubbed on her back. He compared her to an “underwater
puppy” or young dog. She is a little longer than one meter and weighs about 20 kilograms.
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Jeanette Peach is a spokeswoman for the aquarium. She said the �sh enjoys eating fresh �gs, a
type of fruit. “She won’t eat them when they’re frozen,” Peach said.

�e aquarium has two other Australian lung�sh. Jan said they are thought to be in their 40s
or 50s.

�e species is now threatened and can no longer be exported from Australian waters. So,
getting another lung�sh a�er Methuselah is not likely.

“We just give her the best possible care we can provide, and hopefully she thrives,” Jan said.

I’m Dan Friedell.

Dan Friedell adapted this story for Learning English based on a report by the Associated
Press.

Does your country have some old animals or �sh? What kind are they? Write to us in the
Comments Section and visit our Facebook page.

__________________________________________________________________

Words in �is Story

aquarium– n. a glass or plastic container in which �sh and other water animals and plants can
live

default – n. used to describe something that happens or is done when nothing else has been
done or can be done — usually used in the phrase by default

�n– n. a thin �at part that sticks out from the body of a �sh and is used in moving or guiding
the �sh through water

species – n. a group of animals or plants that are similar and can produce young animals or
plants : a group of related animals or plants that is smaller than a genus

thrive – v. to grow or develop successfully
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